Abstract. The aim of this paper is to provide some inequalities starting from several classical inequalities like Young's inequality, Bergstrom's inequality, Radon's inequality, Heinz's inequality, by using power series.
Introduction
In order to prove several inequalities starting from several classical inequalities like Young's inequality, Bergstrom's inequality, Radon's inequality, Heinz's inequality, by using power series we need to recall the following results.
If x i ∈ R + then a particularization of a theorem given in [10] can be formulated as below and will be used in next section.
Theorem 1. ([10])
If n ∈ N , n ≥ 2, x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ∈ R + , and a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ∈ R\{0} with a 1 + a 2 + ... + a n ̸ = 0 then, 
The next result is a reverse of an inequality obtained by Kittaneh and Manasrah, see [5] or [2] , who obtained a refinement of Heinz inequality.
where s 0 = max{ν, 1 − ν}.
In the next section we will use the following inequality, see [6] : 
It is necessary also to recall a refinement of the Kittaneh-Manasrah inequality given by N. Minculete in [7] , in some special cases as an application:
where
The last result which will be used below was given in [1] .
Some inequalities deduced using a power series method
Using Theorem 1, see [10] we will give below two inequalities for power series.
Proof.
see [10] , we obtain,
) .
Using as in [8] , inequality (
which takes place when x i ≥ 0, k ∈ N * we have,
Summing when l ∈ {1, 2, ..., p} and then considering in last inequality p → ∞, we find the inequality from the conclusion, taking into account that 0 < x i < 1, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} involves x1+x2+...+xn n < 1 and that warrants the convergence of the respective series. and
Proof. By the same reason we get,
Summing when l ∈ {1, 2, ..., p} we can notice that the power series obtained are convergent because x 2 i ∈ (0, R), x i x j ∈ (0, R) and
The next result is based on the inequality from Proposition 1. 
Theorem 6. Let the power series
Proof. Using the inequality,
and summing then like below,
and then when m tends to infinity we have the inequality from the conclusion.
Remark 1. Taking into account the expansions of some well-known power series
like e x , cosh x, sinh x (for the last two x must be x < 1) we have for the numbers {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }, x i ∈ R + which are n real, positive numbers the inequalities:
The following result presents two inequalities for power series starting from inequalities from Theorem 2 and 3. and
and 4f (
Proof. We will use the same method as in previous theorems. (i) Therefore from inequality (2.3) where we replace a and b by a l and b l and multiply by a
By computation we obtain,
and when n tends to infinity, we find the first inequality. For the second one, using the generalized means inequality, we find that
and when n tends to infinity, we obtain the second inequality.
(ii) We will use inequality (2.2) from Theorem 2.1(Theorem 4), see [2] with a l instead of a and b l instead of b, we multiply by a ′ l , l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (2.2) and then summing when l = 1, n we will obtain:
From hypothesis, 0 < a < √ R and 0 < b < √ R it follows when n tends to infinity the desired inequality. .
